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President´s letter

Dear Friends,
you have a wording that time heal all wounds and what difference a year could make. Sales demands are on record levels, creating lack 

of supplies. A different but positive challenge for all of us. Business is in general good. Privately are many of us planning travels to meet 

relatives and friends after a year in isolation. In the north has summer arrived and the only negative impact on us is that Sweden got 

eliminated too early in the Europeans.

So, what did we learn? One thing we should know it that it will always be a new crise or challenge, but with a different name. And how 

shall we act in the next crises? It has been clear that weak business models have struggled, and others have prevailed and even made 

more profit in this challenges time.

One challenge is that many of our customers are in transition, one known example is the automotive sector, due to that the  combustion 

engine will gradually be extinct. Understanding what decisions, actions, and activities that were successful during 2020 are key for 

taking the right decision in the next crise. Even more important is to discuss and reflect of the mistakes we all made. Only by staying 

humble will you be even more successful in the future.

I am personally looking forward to meeting you all after the  summer, to discuss and learn from you all.

P.S When it comes to football the ¨lesson learn¨ is easier - It helps to play with a full team.

All the best, 

Staffan Johansson, President of EDiS and CEO of Beijer Tech
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The JÄGER Group has consolidated its activities in Hannover, 

where the company was founded in 1942.

After 20 month construction work and 14 month pandemic related 

homeoffice restrictions June 14th was a joyful highlight  for the 

JÄGER team to finally move into the new “office-home”.

 Until now, six companies at the Hanover site were spread across 

different locations within the city. In the new building all  colleagues 

work together agilely with the latest technology and also use 

short distances in an environmentally friendly way on foot or by 

bike between the new headquarters, the logistics center and 2 

production companies.

The new headquarter enables people to work efficient,  cooperative 

and flexible in a modern atmosphere. All workplaces are no longer 

person-related, but task-related, however everyone who works in 

the office should feel like at home.

Germany | Jäger Group

“Family meets at the kitchen table for breakfast and lunch” says 

Dr.-Ing. Andreas Jäger, the new company restaurant "Arnold's" 

ensures a healthy mind in a healthy body - with daily changing 

lovingly on-site prepared dishes made from fresh seasonal and 

regional ingredients.

With a sophisticated open-space concept and new forms of 

 cooperation, JÄGER expects an even better exchange between 

the individual JÄGER companies. 

In the new office building, the teams get to see a lot of each 

other, and it is also possible to invite sister companies to a 

 meeting at short notice. A large number of conference rooms 

with  state-of-the-art technology will also welcome customers and 

suppliers with open arms in the future. 

New rules have applied to furniture and rooms since the 

 pandemic at the latest. Even though the old headquarters was 

already well utilized with three of the now four companies, 

 JÄGER  wanted more than just more space in the new building. 

A new form of  cooperation and exchange is also to be spatially 

Efficient, cooperative and flexible -  working in the new JÄGER headquarter

www.jaegergroup.com
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illustrated. The change includes intelligent, non-territorial office 

 landscapes  consisting of various open-space solutions. In the 

future,  workstations will no longer be tied to a desk of their own; 

for project work, people can use a workstation in another office 

to communicate directly with colleagues. This is uncomplicated, 

as all workstations are equipped with the same technical features. 

In addition, thanks to the paperless office and the general digital 

transformation, it is possible to work with a notebook or tablet 

both in the new building and in the home office, as well as on the 

road; you can easily switch between work locations.

For spontaneous meetings, for reading technical information or 

for a break in between, seating landscapes are available in the 

 corridors - novel and environmentally friendly moss  installations 

dampen sound and spread a pleasant atmosphere. In the open 

office, people can retreat individually or in pairs to seating  islands 

and, for undisturbed meetings, as a small group to glass-clad 

 boxes. “Here we can work highly productive and still feel at home. 

Especially after the pandemic, it is important to meet again to 

 develop new ideas. Because working at  home may also be 

 efficient, but is rarely creative. The open building concept offers 

a variety of work options and thus provides a solid platform for 

further growth of the Jäger Group.” says Dr.-Ing. Andreas Jäger.

15.500 sqm plot

3.200 sqm production hall

5. 800 sqm administration building (3 floors)

177 workplaces (expansion to 250)

40 bicycle parking spaces

110 car parking spaces
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Lundgrens launches traceability system

We	 are	 now	 launching	Alma	Tracking,	 a	 traceability	 system	
which	gives	the	customer	complete	control	over	their	hoses	
and	other	products.

During 2020, Lundgrens Sverige AB developed its own unique 

traceability system. Many of our customers have been seeking 

a tool which allows a third party solution, that is, where both we 

and our customers can administer products through a common 

portal. The objective of this tool is to reduce stoppages for our 

customers and enable them with quicker service.

Throughout Alma Trackings development we have worked with a 

number of pilot accounts who have continually provided us with 

valuable feedback in order to make the system as user friendly as 

possible.

The system was launched in May 2021 and the news of it has 

spread throughout the sector.We are very satisfied with the end 

product and look forward to be able to provide the best solution 

for product marking.

The Alma Tracking system is both a traceablity and maintenance 

tool where each product is given a unique traceability number and 

QR code.

Prevent maintenance and reduce down time by replacing product 

in good time. Identidy, scan and order.

Our	objective	is	to	give	the	customer:

Time	saving – reduced down time in production stoppage.

Repeat	 business – the customer scans and orders easily by 

 phone.

Control – all of the marked items are saved in the system for 

 maximum control

Article	register – Possibility to create customer specific articles, 

also with compositions of several components.

View	 the	 film	 about	Alma	Tracking	 for	 more	 details	 or	 read	
more	on	almatracking.com
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Italy | Cenigomma s.r.l.

Main news by Cenigomma July, 2021:
new gamma of PPE shoes by EDIS.

By the end of 2021 the entire range of EDIS safety shoes S1P and 

S3 will be completely renewed! Here below the models suitable 

for industrial workers and craftsmen, both indoors and outdoors 

and are ideal for those who work on slippery and wet surfaces.

DESERT	HIGH	/	LOW
S3 SRC

Nabuk leather and mesh

200J kevlar toe cap

Anti-perforation foil in kevlar

Grip platform made in 

 polyurethane extremely durable

GEKO	HIGH	/	LOW
S3 SRC

Nabuk leather and mesh

200J kevlar toe cap

Anti-perforation foil in Kevlar

Grip platform made in 

 polyurethane extremely durable

JUNIOR	HIGH	/	LOW
S3 SRC

Dollar leather and mesh

200J kevlar toe cap

Anti-perforation foil in Kevlar

Grip platform made in 

 polyurethane extremely durable

BUG	LOW
S1 P SRC

Suede leather and mesh

200J kevlar toe cap

Anti-perforation foil in Kevlar

Grip platform made in 

 polyurethane extremely durable

HENRY	LOW
S1 P SRC

Suede leather and mesh

200J kevlar toe cap

Anti-perforation foil in Kevlar

Grip platform made in 

 polyurethane extremely durable

MASTER	HIGH/LOW
S1 P SRC

Suede leather and mesh

200J kevlar toe cap

Anti-perforation foil in Kevlar

Grip platform made in 

 polyurethane extremely durable

MIKE	HIGH/LOW
S1 P SRC

Suede leather and mesh

200J kevlar toe cap

Anti-perforation foil in Kevlar

Grip platform made in 

 polyurethane extremely durable
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Expertise, sustainability, reliability, trust, transparency and 

 passion. For Haberkorn and Continental, these terms are not 

just empty catchwords – they unite the values of the Vorarlberg 

 family company and the world’s second-largest automotive 

 supplier.  Following years of intensive collaboration, Haberkorn 

was  selected as a Continental “Partner of Choice” in the area of 

hoses, drive systems and vibration technology at the start of this 

year. Continental is thus underlining the extensive expertise of the 

Haberkorn Group also externally.

“In addition to our international locations, we are proud to be the 

only Austrian company to have been included in the ranks as a 

‘Partner of Choice’,” emphasises Georg Kirschner, Purchasing 

Manager and Range Manager with Haberkorn. “To be singled out 

as a special partner by an international top manufacturer such as 

Continental is a wonderful affirmation.” The Haberkorn Group has 

been awarded this status for the DACH and CEE countries.

This officially shows that customers of the Haberkorn Group are in 

the best hands – the excellent advice and  comprehensive  range in 

stock give out a clear message. As a "Partner of Choice", Haberkorn 

supplies a number of Continental hoses – from  abrasion-resistant 

hoses, chemicals and oil hoses to food and gas hoses, all able 

to withstand the toughest  environmental  conditions.  Continental 

is a global leader in drive technology with a product range that 

covers every requirement. Haberkorn is a one-stop-shop – and 

at the company's own belt workshop in  Wolfurt, production 

can also be tailored to customer  requirements. The Haberkorn 

 subsidiary Schloemer, which has its headquarters in the Ruhr 

area, is one of the key Continental support points for conveyor 

belts in  Germany. “Our Conti conveyor belts  ensure the continued 

operation of  power plants, recycling facilities and waste  disposal 

 organisations,”  underlines Gerd Cöster,  Business  Manager at 

Schloemer. Continental also has decades of  experience in the 

field of suspension and vibration damping, which Haberkorn 

customers also benefit from.

https://shop.haberkorn.com/suche?s=Contitech

Georg Kirschner is Purchasing 

Manager and Range Manager 

with Haberkorn.

(Photo: Haberkorn)

Continental and  Haberkorn 

have intensified their 

 collaboration. (Photo: Continental)

Haberkorn is Continental’s "Partner of Choice"

"Partner of Choice" certificate
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Haberkorn Holding AG – Fact Box
Founded:   1932

Employees (Group):  2,200

Management Board (Group): Gerald Fitz (Chairman)

     Wolfgang Baur

     Christoph Winder

Locations in Austria:   Wolfurt, Vienna, Rum/ 

Innsbruck, Leonding,

     Villach, Graz

Locations outside Austria:   Germany, Croatia, Poland,

      Switzerland, Serbia, 

 Slovenia, Slovakia,

     Czech Republic, Hungary

Turnover 2020 (Group):  625 million euro

Strategic

business areas:   Industry

     Construction

     Special product ranges

Haberkorn – Austria’s largest technical 
supplier
Haberkorn supplies industrial and construction companies 

with occupational safety equipment, lubricants and technical 

 products such as hoses, machine parts and hydraulics. Expert 

technical consultants, product services and our exceptional 

 understanding of the procurement market across all ranges make 

Haberkorn a multi-specialist. E-business & logistics solutions 

save our  customers time and money. The family company, with 

its  registered office in Wolfurt/Vorarlberg, was founded in 1932. 

With over 2,200 employees and 30 locations in Austria, Germany, 

Switzerland and Eastern Europe, Haberkorn is currently one of 

Europe’s leading technical distributors.

Haberkorn media contact
If you are a journalist and have questions about our  company or 

our products and services, please don’t hesitate to contact us. 

We can of course also help you with research or provide you 

with appropriate images. At www.haberkorn.com, you will also 

find useful and informative details concerning our technical 

 distributorship.

Haberkorn GmbH

Oskar Rauch

Marketing Manager

Hohe Brücke

6961 Wolfurt

Austria

T + 43 5574 695 - 2640

M + 43 664 806952640

oskar.rauch@haberkorn.com

www.haberkorn.com

Haberkorn GmbH

Katharina Germann

Marketing

Hohe Brücke

6961 Wolfurt

Austria

T + 43 5574 695 - 2641

katharina.germann@haberkorn.com

www.haberkorn.com

Haberkorn GmbH

Mirjam Gartner

Marketing

Hohe Brücke

6961 Wolfurt

Austria

T + 43 5574 695 - 2649

mirjam.gartner@haberkorn.com

www.haberkorn.com
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Strong growth in Brazil
TESS International's service center in Macae is gaining stronger 

and stronger foothold in the Brazilian market. Attached graphics 

underlines the growth. 

Today's capability contains two 2.200 m2 warehouses and 

 workshop in Macaè.  More than 30 skilled employees provide 

 service for customers 24/7/365, and approximately 15 persons 

are engaged on site offshore.  

Deliveries to customers mainly consist of hydraulic hoses, 

 bunkering solutions, utility stations, umbilicals, services, 

 engineering projects, integrated supply, and Hose Management, 

ex. Equinor, Sapura, Petrobras.

TESS Brazil was established in 2012 based on the oil production 

in South America with about 3.0 million barrels per day.
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Germany | REIFF Technische Produkte

CRM for an optimized customer 
 experience
Knowing customers as well as possible and cultivating their 

 relationships is becoming increasingly crucial to driving  customer 

satisfaction. Today, instead of standardized processes, customers 

want personalized experiences.

REIFF Technische Produkte decided to introduce a CRM 

 (Customer Relationship Management) system to respond to  these 

developments. As a result, the company is geared towards its 

customers and can design customized CRM processes to meet 

the needs of its growing customer base.

Having analyzed and evaluated various CRM system providers, 

the Project Team ultimately opted for Salesforce. From now on, 

all departments, from Sales to Marketing to Customer Service, 

collaborate on one common platform. Salesforce gives everyone 

access to the same information about customers and prospects, 

allowing them to work together to create the perfect customer 

experience.

Due to this comprehensive and uniform view of the target group 

and the improvement of entire sales processes, customer 

 orientation is strengthened, resulting in many advantages:

- Swift response to incoming inquiries

- Quick and more personalized support

- Targeted communication

With the first steps in place, REIFF plans to implement Salesforce 

company-wide. Preparation for the complete roll-out is being 

 carried out by a project team formed of members from different 

company divisions.  The project's success depends on  employees 

receiving training in Salesforce, so the system  becomes the 

best possible tool for accurate and consistent maintenance of 

 customer data.

"The 360-degree view of customers helps us to understand their 

individual needs better, so we can all work together even better 

to find the optimal solution for them," said Alec Reiff, managing 

partner of the REIFF Group.
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Tubes International – tunneling  companies 
supporter
In one of the Polish cities customer of Tubes International drills 

a tunnel. This tunnel will connect two city parts. The works are 

 carried out 12 m up to 24 m deep underground thanks to a huge 

“mole machine”. The drill head has a diameter of about 13 meters, 

the length of the entire device is over one hundred meters

We deliver all kinds of hydraulics to the construction site - 1SN, 

2SN, 4SP, 4SH, R15 hoses, quick couplings, ball valves, etc. A 

 large part of our supplies are also SHANNON DN76 concrete 

 hoses with groove couplings and all accessories such as: clamps, 

gaskets, cleaning balls. The working pressure of concrete hoses  

is 85 bar. The lengths of supplied assembled hoses are 5m to 

more than 20m.

Poland | Tube International

The biggest challenge in cooperation with such a customer is the 

reaction time. One hour of downtime for such a powerful machine 

costs a fortune. Therefore, if the hydraulic hose breaks, it must be 

replaced immediately. An additional challenge is also to maintain 

adequate storage protection for 3 ”concrete hoses. 

It is a pleasure to consult and supply goods to such a ambitious 

project.

www.tubes-international.com
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Spain | Gassó

GASSÓ MARINE CAMLOCKS
2020 has been a difficult year, but also a year of challenges 

and opportunities. We have developed a new product: GASSÓ 

 MARINE CAMLOCKS from 2" to 12".

The Gassó Camlock Coupling provides a faster, safer, and more 

convenient way of making and breaking flanged hose  connections.

To make a connection, the two flanges to be joined are brought 

together and automatically positioned within the cam blocks 

around the coupling. With the faces parallel, the cams are rotated 

clockwise using a locking bar or wrench.

How	does	it	work? A hose is attached at one end through pins 

and nuts and is perfectly fixed to the camlock, like a conventional 

screw joint, but without them. At the other end the other hose is 

attached, first it is centered on the ring  and  then  it  is   tightened  

with  the  closing  keys  until  it  reaches  the hermeticity and 

 perfect fixation.

In the first step, the hose is centred with the pins and the holes 

of the flange, in the next step, the flange is introduced and when 

there is contact with the marine camlock we insert the nuts, and 

they are tightened to the maximum until it is hermetically closed.

Then, the flange will be positioned in parallel and using the 

 positioner will be centred giving concentricity to both pieces.

The last step consists of closing CAMS (will be turned with a 

key) until tight to the maximum the caps with the flange and seal 

 hermetically the flange with the marine camlock.
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12" Gassó Marine Camlock - Ansi 150lbs - Studded type - 5 cams 

in SS

Spain | Gassó

Last May, we produced and supplied to USA company, 10units of 

12” Gassó Marine Camlock – Studded type- ANSI flange – 5 SS 

cams with 12” Gassoflex SSE hoses of 10 meters length.


